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Abstract 
The block diagonalization method for determining the stability of relative equilibria is discussed from 
the point of view of connections. We construct connections whose horizontal and vertical 
decompositions simultlUleously put the second variation of the augmented HamillOnian and the 
symplectic structure inlO nonna! fonn. The cotangent bundle reduction theorem provides the setting in 
which the results are obtained. 
Introduction In Simo, Posbergh and Marsden [1990a,b], Lewis and Simo [1990] and Simo, 
Lewis and Marsden [1990], a powerful method for determining the stability of relative equilibria in 
Hamiltonian systems with symmetry is developed. The technique provides useful tools in the 
emerging theory of bifurcation of relative equilibria. The main examples treated in these works are 
rotating systems, such as rotating elastic bodies and rigid bodies with flexible attachments. 
Coupled rigid bodies are treated in Patrick [1990]. 
The main feature of these results is a splitting of the space of variations that simultaneously 
puts the second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian and the symplectic form into a nonnal 
form. This splitting is defined by explicit fonnulas that allow one to readily implement the 
conditions in complex examples. 
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The pmpose of this paper is not to pursue the applications of the above normal form 
method (or block-diagonalizaton method), but rather to explore its intrinsic geometry. The 
splittings of variables giving the normal form will be shown to be the horizontal-vertical splittings 
of connections associated with the cotangent bundle reduction theorem. The connections are 
Ehresmann connections, but as we show, they are affiliated to a large extent with principal bundle 
connections in the standard sense. One of the connections is the mechanical connection implicitly 
found in Smale [1970] and used in Guichardet [1984] and Marsden, Montgomery and Ratiu 
[1990] to study geometric phases (Cartan-Hannay-Berry phases). This latter reference also 
contains additional relevant references. The mechanical connection occurs in the bundle whose 
base space is the reduced space itself-in the present work a different and much less obvious 
connection is needed on a bundle over shape space. (It is only in the abelian case that the two 
bundles are coincident). These two connections interweave to produce connections on a variety of 
related bundles and ultimately yield the normal forms. 
Another comment is important here. It is clear in advance that splittings block 
diagonalizing the second variation of the augmented energy must exist--one can use the second 
variation as a "metric" and take the orthogonal complement of shape space. However, what is 
remarkable is that the splittings can be given so explicitly, in advance of the computation of the 
second variation and secondly, that they simultaneously bring the symplectic/orm into normal 
~ form. In particular, this means that the linearized equations of motion are brought into nonnal 
~ ( 
form. 
There are a number of impottant questions that warrant future investigation. Among them 
are the calculations of the CUIVatures of the connections used here and their role in stability theory. 
Another is the use of these splittings in optimal control. In Montgomery [1990], it is shown how 
optimal control strategies are governed by solutions of the equations of motion of a particle in a 
Yang-Mills field-the field being the mechanical connection. However, this is done in a context 
(such as zero total angular momenum) where parts of the splitting collapse and the full power of 
block diagonalization cannot be utilized. In fact, block diagonalization was designed to deal with 
situations in which the total angular momentum is not zero, such as rotating gravitating bodies, 
rotating satellites and rotating molecules. We believe that these two lines of investigation can be 
brought into a closer union. 
Acknowledgements We thank A. Bloch, P.S. Krishnaprasad, R. Montgomery, and A. 
Weinstein for numerous stimulating conversations. 
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§1 The Energy-Momentum Method 
This section provides a concise summary of the energy-momentum method following the 
references cited in the inttoduction. The energy-momentum method itself first appeared in 
Marsden, Lewis, Posbergh and Simo [1989] and Simo, Posbergh and Marsden [1990a]. Its 
development was motivated by the energy-Casimir method (see Holm, Marsden, Ratiu and 
Weinstein [1985] and references therein), which "fails" due to the lack of an adequate number of 
Casimir invariants in some key examples in elasticity and fluid dynamics, such as the theory of 
rods. The energy momentum technique can be traced back to Riemann and Poincare in specific 
examples and may be regarded as implicit in Arnold [1966] and Marsden and Weinstein [1974]. 
Let (p, Q) be a symplectic manifold, G a Lie group acting by symplectic tranSformations 
and let g denote its Lie algebra and g* the vector space dual of g. Let J: P ~ g* be an 
equivariant momentum map for the action and let H: P ~ R be a G-invariant Hamiltonian. In 
later sections, we specialize to the case of cotangent bundles. but for now we work with general 
symplectic manifolds. Let XH be the Hamiltonian vector field of H and let F~ be its flow. 
Recall that by definition of the momentum map. X<J.~ ::: ~p is the infmitesimal action of g on 
P; equivalently. F!';)(z) ::: exp(t~)z for Z e p. where gz denotes the action of g e G on z. 
Here and below, (,) denotes the natural pairing. 
A relative equilibrium is a point ze e G such that F~(ze)::: exp(t~e)ze for some ~e E 
g; in other words, a relative equilibrium is a phase space point whose dynamic orbit is also a one-
parameter group orbit. Conservation and equivariance of J imply that ~e e g J.le where !le = 
J(ze) is the value of J at the relative equilibrium ze and gJ1c is the coadjoint isotropy Lie 
algebra of !le' 
There are a number of equivalent characterizations of relative equilibria, but the one' most 
relevant at the moment is as follows. 
1.1 Relative Equilibrium Theorem A point ze e P is a relative eqUilibrium iff there is 
a ~e e g such that ze is a critical point of the augmented Hamiltonian 
H~ := H-{J - !le' ~e) (1) 
This theorem follows from differentiation of the defining condition F~(ze) = exp(t~e)ze 
with respect to t at t = O. 
If Jl.e is a regular value of J (i.e., if the isotropy algebra gZe of ze is (O)). then ze is a 
relative equilibrium iff H I J-1(Jl.e) has a critical point at ze' In fact. 1.1 may be viewed as a 
version of the Lagrange multiplier theorem. where ~ is the multiplier. 
. '
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For theorem 1.2 and the junher developments below. we assume that Ile is a regular 
value of J and that the action of G on P is free and proper. We also assume that either Ile is a 
generic point in g* or that the adjoint action of GIle on g admits an invariant inner product. 
We refer to Patrick [1990] for more details and examples concerning these assumptions . 
An example showing that Ile being a regular value and the action of G on P being free and 
proper is not enough, is discussed in Krishnaprasad [1989]. Of considerable ~terest in the theory 
of bifurcation with symmetry is to investigate what happens when these assumptions fail, 
especially the assumption that Ile is not regular; i.e.. ze has nontrivial isotropy (i.e .• symmetry) 
algebra. 
The energy-momentum method proceeds as follows. Choose a linear subspace S c 
TZeJ-
1(lle) = ker TZeJ(ze) that is transverse to the GIle -orbit of z~, where GIle is the coadjoint 
isotropy subgroup of Ile. Note that S is isomorphic to the tangent space to the reduced manifold 
P J.Lo = J-l(J1e)/GJ.Lo (since the GJ.Lo action is assumed to be free and proper, the quotient is a 
manifold). 
1.2 Theorem If a2H~(ze)' the second variation of H~ evaluated at ze' is positive or 
negative definite when restricted to S, then ze is GIle-orbitally stable. That is. ze is dynamically 
stable mod the GIle-action on P. 
We note that a2fI~(~e> I S projects to the second variation of the reduced Hamiltonian on 
P J.Lo at 1tJ!o (ze)' the projection of ze; definiteness of this reduced second variation is a well-known 
sufficient condition for stability. 
Now we tum our attention to the case of cotangent bundles. Thus, assume P = rQ with 
its canonical symplectic structure, G acts by cotangent lift and J is the standard momentum map 
for this case. Assume that Q carries a Riemannian metric, denoted «,» and that G acts on Q 
by isometries. Finally, assume H is of the form K + V where K is the kinetic energy of the 
metric « ,» and V: Q ~ R is a given G-invariant potential. We choose this context to be 
explicit but we note that much of what is done here generalizes to a large class of G-invariant 
Lagrangians L: TQ ~ lR (see Lewis [1990]). 
Defme, for each q e Q, the locked inertia tensor JI(q) : g ~ g* by 
(2) 
5 
where ~ denotes the infinitesimal generator of ~ e g. Note that I(q) is symmetric relative to 
("" the natural pairing (,). Since we have a free action, ][(q) is invertible. Define 
.' 
ex: TQ ~ g by ex(v ct = ][(q)-IJ(lPL(v q» (3) 
where JFL(v q) is the momentum associated to the velocity v q via the Legendre transform. Thus, 
ex gives the "angular velocity of the locked system". We will use the terms "aqgu1ar velocity" and 
"angular momentum" for elements of g and g*, even though G need not be 80(3). 
1.3 Proposition The locked angular velocity a defines a connection on the principal G-
bundle Q ~ S = QjG, if the G action is free and proper. We call a the mechanical 
connection. 
Proof The vertical subspace of the G-bundle Q ~ S at a point q is the tangent space to the 
group orbit, G·q, so the vertical vecto.rs are the infinitesimal generators ~(q). The first step in 
verifying that a is a connection is to check that ex(~(q» =~, which can be seen as follows. Let 
Pq e ~Q. From (J(Pq)'~) = (Pq' ~(q». we obtain 
(v, a(~Q(q») = (v, [(q)-IJ(IFL(~Q(q»» = (n:(q)-lv, J( lFL(;Q(q») 
= (lFL(~Q(q». (l[(qr1v)Q(q» = (v, l;), 
for any ve g*, and so 
The second step is to check that ex is equivariant in the sense that aCT q ~h'v q) = 
Adhcx(v q)' where ~h(q) = h·q denotes the left action of h on Q. To show this, we make use of 
G-invariance of the metric, equivariance of the momentum map J, and the following equivariance 
property of the locked inertia tensor 
A~(I(h.q)Adh~) = jf(q)~. (4) 
To prove (4), let he G, q e Q, and 11, ~ e g. Using G-invariance of the metric, 
(Ac\'(I(h.q)Adh~)' 11) = (1[(h.q)Adh~' Adh11) = «(Adh11)Q(h'q), (Adh~)Q(h·q»)h.q 
= «Tq~h'11Q(q), Tq~h·~Q(q»)h.q = «11Q(q), ~Q(q»)q = (J[(q)~, v) . 
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Inverting (4), we obtain 
Therefore, 
a(Tqcf)h'Vq) = (X(h'q)-l 0 J 0 JFL)(Tqcl>h'Vq) = X(h.q)-1[J(T:cf)h-1(lFL(vq»)] 
= X(h'q)-l[Ad:-l(J(lFL(vq»] = Adh·I(q)-l[J(lFL(vq»] = A~(a(vq»' 
Thus (X is G-equivariant and hence is a connection. -
Another useful observation is that (X is the connection defined by clwosing the Iwrizontal 
spaces to be «, »-onlwgonal to the G-orbits; i.e., the spaces of vectors with zero "angular" 
momentum. Defining ~: Q ~ rQ by 
(Sa) 
we observe that ~ takes values in J-l(JJ.), a fact valid for any connection; indeed, 
which follows from the proof of Proposition 1.3. 
Another useful observation is that if ~ = J[(q)-lll, then 
(5b) 
as is readily verified. 
. The amended potential V J1 is defined for each Jl E g* to be 
(6a) 
as in Smale [1970] and Abraham and Marsden [1978]. One finds from the definitions that 
(6b) 
Here is the verification of (6b); we stan with (6a) and compute with the aid of (Sb) as follows: 
(~ 
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For Pq e ~Q, define 
and let the functions V ~ and K~ be defined by 
and 
v ~(q) = V(q) - ~ (I;, 1(q)I;) 
K~(pq> = ! II Pq -lPL.~(q) 112. 
Fix I; e g and J.L e g* and let, as in equation (1), 
H~"... = H - (J - J.L, 1;). 
Then one has the following easily verified identities: 
and 
where 
H~~ = K~ + V~ + (J.L, 1;) 
~ + V J1 = H - (J - ~ ~), 
I;(q) = I(q)-Ill. 
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(6c) 
(7a) 
(7b) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
To assist in what follows, one can first verify that at a relative equilibrium corresponding to ~e 
(see 1.1), one has the identities 
(11) 
and (see (5b) above) 
(12) 
1.4 Reduced Relative Equilibrium Theorem The following are equivalent for a 
point ze e ~Q: 
i ze is a relative equilibrium 
II there is a lie e g such that ze = lFL(~e>Q(Cle») and <1e is a critical point 0/ V ~ 
Iii ze = ~('Ie) and 'Ie is a critical point 0/ V J1e' where Ile = J(zJ 
Iv ze is a critical point of HI J-1(lle). 
.. 
('. 
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Proof We already noted the equivalence I <=> Iv in Theorem 1.1. The equivalence I <=> if 
follows from Theorem 1.1 and equation (9), and the equivalence iii <=> Iv follows from equation 
(10) •• 
In condition III, the ;e in the definition of relative equilibrium is given by equation (11). 
We also observe that ~ + V IL has the COlTect form of the reduced hamiltonian on P JL' This.is 
consistent with the cotangent bundle reduction theorem described in the next section, and with the 
fact that it is Slv IL on the appropriate space that gives the reduced energy-momentum method. 
§2 The Cotangent Bundle Reduction Theorem 
The cotangent bundle reduction theorem of Satzer, Marsden and Kummer gives a realization of 
the reduced space P IL = J-1(JL)/G in ~ase P = 1'*Q. The following diagram summarizes the 
situation: 
T*Q ::> J-l(JL) c: J-l(O) c: T*Q 
Jo~ oj 
PJL - Po 
injection J 0 J sUJjectio~ 
T*(Q/GIL) T*(QlG) 
J J Q ~ QJGIL ~ Q/G""'C Q 
One version of the theorem (see Abraham and Marsden [1978]) says that P IL embeds as a 
vector subbundle of 1'* (Q/GIL)-this is the injection in the above figure. Another version (see 
MarIe [1976], Kazhdan, Kostant and Sternberg [1978] and Marsden [1981]) says that P J.L == Po is 
a coadjoinr bundle over 1'* (Q/G) with fiber the coadjoint orbit 0 through JL. Both are proved 
by a similar technique. We state it as follows: 
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2.1 Cotangent Bundle Reduction PJL is a bundle over T*(QlG) withfiber O. 
Step 1 Reduction at zero 
(T*Q)o == T*(QlG). (1) 
Here (T*Q)o = J-l(O)/G, since Go = G. We can identify this quotient :with T*(QIG) by 
observing that Pq e J-1(0) if and only if Pq e [g.q]A, i.e., (Pq, TlQ(q)} = 0 for all 11 e g; 
hence the pairing of 13q with vectors modulo generators l1Q(q) is well-defined and we can regard 
Pq as an element of T(~(QlG). The symplectic form on T*(QlG) is the canonical one. (See 
Abraham and Marsden [1978].) 
Step 2 Orbit reduction The reduced space (T*Q)JI. = J-l{JJ.)/GJI. can be identified with the 
quotient J-l(O)/G, where 0 is the coadjoint orbit through J.1. (See Marsden [1981], Marsden, 
Weinstein, Ratiu, Schmidt, and Spencer [1983] and references therein.) 
Step 3 Shifting Use the shift map 1: defined by 1:(z) = Z - CLJ(z)(q) (where z e '-;Q) to 
map J-l( 0) to J-1(0). 
Letting «z e ~Q be defined by a z = aJ(z)(q), we can write1:(z) = z - a z. We claim 1: is 
equivariant with respect to the G-action. To see this, let h e G and note that 
~~h·ah'Z' vq} = (ah.Z' Tq~h·Vq) = (J(hoz), CL(Tq<I>hOVq» 
= (Ac\-lJ(z), AdhCL(V q» = (az' v q} 0 
Thus, -r:~h 0 ~oz = CLz and so 1: is equivariant and hence drops to the quotient, producing the 
desired map 
(2) 
This map has fiber 0, i.e., 1: 0 ~ = 0 for all J.L e 0, so our assertion is provedo _ 
Below, we show how the canonical symplectic structure restricted to the subspace S can be 
identified with the Poisson structure on the bundle P J1e ~ QJG. The calculation of the Poisson 
structure for general reductions of principal bundles is given in Marsden, Montgomery, and Ratiu 
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[1984]. (See also Lewis, Marsden, and Ratiu [1987] for an application to the dynamics of systems 
r with free boundaries.) 
.--
§3 The Rigid-Internal Splitting 
We now describe the splitting of the space of variations in the energy-momentum method. 
First, fix a point z == Pq e ~Q and fix J..L == J(Pq). Defme . 
and let 
0/ = {8q e TqQ I «Sq, ~(q») = 0 for all ~ e gJL} (la) 
S = {~z = (8q, ~p) e Tz(T*Q) I TJ(z).~z = 0 and 8q e 'TIl (lb) 
This is the choice of S taken in the energy-momentum method-other choices are also 
possible, but we choose (lb) in this paper for definiteness. 
Next, we split 'lI = 'lIRIO e 'lIINT .in the following way. Defme 
(2) 
where g; is the orthogonal complement to gJL in g with the locked inertia metric. (This 
choice of orthogonal complement depends on q, but we do not include this in the notation). 
From (la) it is clear that 'lIRIO C 'lI and that 'lIRIO has the dimension of the coadjoint orbit 
through J..L. Next, define 
'lIINT = (8q eo/I (11, [D][(q)·~q]·~) = 0 for all 11 e gJ.} 
J1 
where ~ = ][(q)-lJ..L. An equivalent definition is 
(3a) 
(3b) 
which is clear from (3a). The definition of 'lIINT has an imponant mechanical interpretation in 
terms of the objectivity of the centrifugal force in case G = 80(3); see Simo, Lewis and Marsden 
[1990] and Simo, Posbergh and Marsden [1990~b]. 
Define the Arnold form !if : g.L x gJ. ~ R by 
- 11 JL J1 
(4a) 
where X(q.J1): g; ~ g is defined by 
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(4b) 
The Arnold form appears in Arnold's [1966] stability analysis of relative equilibria in the special 
case Q = G. At a relative equilibriu~ the form ~ is symmetric, as is verified either directly or 
by recognizing it as the second variation of V ~ on "'RIG x "'RIG (see Simo, Lewis and Marsden 
[1990] for details). At a relative equilibrium, the form ~ is degenerate as a symmetric bilinear 
form on g-'- when there is a non-zero ~ e g-'- such that .. 
~ ~ 
(4c) 
in other words, when ll(q)-l: g* -+ 9 has a nontrivial symmetry relative to the coadjoint-adjoint 
action of 9 (restricted to g-'-) on the space of linear maps from g* to g. (When one is not at a 
J1 
relative equilibrium, we say the Arnold form is non-degenerate when ~ (11, ~) = 0 for all 11 e 
g-'- implies C = 0.) This means, for G = 80(3) that 9f is non-degenerate if J.1. is not in a J1 .-~
multidimensional eigenspace of r-l. Thus, if the locked body is not symmetric (i.e., a Lagrange 
top), then the Arnoldform is non-degenerate. 
r- 3.1 Proposition If the Arnold/orm is non-degenerate, then 
(5) 
Indeed, non-degeneracy of the Arnold form implies "'RIG ('") "'!NT = {O} and, at least in 
the finite dimensional case, a dimension count gives 3.1. In the infmite dimensional case, the 
relevant ellipticity conditions are neded. 
The split (5) can now be used to induce a split of the phase space 
(6) 
Using a more mechanical viewpoint, Simo, Lewis and Marsden [1990] show how SRIG can be 
defined by extending "'RIG from positions to momenta using superposed rigid motions. For our 
purposes, the important characterization of SRIG is 
SRIO = Tqcxp.·o/RIO (7) 
so s.uo is isomorphiC to "'RIO' Since ~ maps Q to J-l(J.1.) and IJIRIG co/, we get Saxo C 
S. Defme 
.' 
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(8) 
(6) holds if the Arnold form is non-degenerate. Next, we write 
(9) 
where 'WINT and ~ are defined as follows: 
'WINT = TqaJ/VINT (lOa) 
and 
(lOb) 
where g.q = {~Q(q) I ~ e g}, [g .q]A C T:Q is its annihilator, and 1)(Y) e T z(T*Q) is the 
vertical lift of ye ~Q; in coordinates, 1)(qi, 'Yj} = (qi, Pj' 0, 'Yj). The vertical lift is given 
intrinsically by taking the tangent to the curve O'(s) = z + s'Y at s = O. 
§4 The Normal Form 
4.1 Block Dlagonallzation Theorem In the splittings introduced in §3 and at a relative 
equilibrium, 82fI~(ze) and the symplectic form ~ have the form: 
SRIa 'Woo rw,* INI' 
[~:d] 0 0 
82H~(ze) = 0 fj2v J.I. 0 
0 0 82K J.I. 
and 
../ 
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SRIO 'WJNr w,* JNr 
[ Coadjoint orbit 1 
symplectic form J [ Intemal-;Rigid ] coupling 0 
~= 
_[ Internal-~gid ] [ Canonical SymplectiC] 
coupling form plus a 
0 magnetic term 
Here and below, we write ~ = ~e and J.I. = J.l.e for simplicity. The terms appearing in the 
formula for ~ will be explained below. We illustrate some steps in the proof of the theorem as 
follows. 
To prove this, recall that H; can be written (see equation (10) of §1): 
H;(z) = V(q) +! J(z) '111(q)J(z) - [J(z) - J.Ll·~ + K(l:(z». (1) 
Given J.L e g*, define the functions p: rQ -+ g and Q: T*Q -+ R by 
p(z) =! ll-l(q)(J(z) + J.L) - ~ (2) 
and 
Q{z) = (J(z) - J.L, p(z» . (3) 
We can now rewrite H; in the form 
H~(z) = K(I(z» + Q{z) + V ~(q). (4) 
This regrouping of H; is convenient because, as we saw before, at a critical point ze E J-10.l.), 
each of the three terms has zero first variation. We shall show that the second variations of these 
terms restricted to variations of the form (.1.z, oz) e SRIO x Sn.rr equal zero. The fIrst variation of 
the term K(l:(z» = til p - Ctz 1/2 equals zero at a relative eqUilibrium, since Pe = <Xze' The first 
variation of the term Q:z) is 
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DQ{ze)·8z = (DJ(ze)·8z, p(ze» + (J(ze) - J1, Dp(ze}oz} = 0, 
since J(ze> = J1 = J[(cte)~ implies p(ze) = o. Thus, DH~(ze> = 0 if and only if DY J.L(<Ie) = o. 
By construction, TZel:·az = (6q, 0) for 6z e SRIO; hence 
for 6z e Sma and arbitrary oz. Next, we show that I)2qze) Is ><5 = O. Let oz, 8i e S;_ then 
D2Q!ze)(8z, ai) = (J(ze) - J1, D2p(ze)(oz, fz)} + (DJ(ze)'oz, Dp(ze)·8i) 
+ (DJ(ze)·8i, Dp(ze)·8z)} + (D2J(ze)(8z, Si). p(ze)} = 0, 
since J(ze) = J1, DJ(ze) Is= O. and p(ze) = O. 
Finally, we show that D2y IJ,(cte)(Aq, 8q) = 0 for Aq e 'JIRIO and 8q e 'JIINT . Let Aq = 
'TlQ(cte) and ~ == (Dl[(CJe)-l.8q)J1. Since D'JIJ.L(<Ie) = 0, we have 
D2o/lJ,(Cle)(Aq.8q) = D(Do/lJ,(<Ie)'Aq)'oq = D(a~~. !(qe)-1J1)·8q 
= (~J1.(D][(qe)-l.oq)J1 = a~Il'~ = 0, 
since ~~ e (gJ.le)A and 8q e o/INT implies ~ e gJ.L' • 
We refer the reader to Simo. Lewis and Marsden [1990] for the calculation of 02HI; on the 
remaining blocks. 
Now we tum to the symplectic fonn 1'2ze = a(ze)' In Simo. Lewis, and Marsden [1990] it 
is shown that for Aq eo/RIO' Ap = Tqe<XJ.L·6q is given by Ap = v{lFL'~Q(Cle» - ~ellQ'Pe' 
where 
Using this notation, we have 
4.3 Lemma 
i For oz e TZeP. 
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II For az e Sm-r. the rigid internal coupling terms are 
III For az = TZeZJ.L·"Q(<Ie) and .rz = TZeZJ.I.,11Q(<le) e SRIG' the coadjoint orbit, or 
Lie-Poisson terms are 
- -Q(z)(Az. Az) = - J..Le· [11. ,,] , 
Iv For given variations az = T qe~' 8q and Si = T qe aJ1' S'i e WINT, the magnetic 
terms are 
n(z)(az. &) = d~(8q. 8q) = da~(8q. aq), 
where a~: Q -. rQ is the one/onn given by a~(q) = lFL(~Q(q». 
V For az = T 'Ie~' aq e WINT; and 8Z = (0. 8Z) e ~. the canonical terms are 
n(z)(az, Si) = (8Z, 8q) . 
~ vi For given variations az, 8i e ~INT' we have n(z)(8z. 8Z) = 0, 
Proof n(z)(Az, liz) = (lip, Aq) - (Ap, aq) 
= (ap, 11Q(<Ie)} + (Pe' Tqe11Q·8q) - «~Q(<Ie)' 8q)} 
= (DJ(ze)·8z)·" - «~Q(qe)' aq)} . 
Hence I holds. If az e TqeJ-1(J..Le), then DJ(ze)'oz = 0, so the first equality in II holds as 
well. Also, 
Thus we have proved ii. Statement iii follows from ii and the fact that a("Q('!e» =". To show 
lv, we check that 
n(ze) (az,aq) = (DaJ,l(qe)·gq, oq) - (DaJ.L(qe)-oq, aq) 
= D«aJ.L(qe)' 8q»)-Bq, - D«aJ.l.(qe)' Bq»)-oq - a J1(qe)'£/;qBq 
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= d~ (aq, Sq), 
where £ is the Ue derivative-in this calculation, &t and &i are temporarily extended to vector 
fields. On the other hand, 
(DcxJ.le('le).aq, Sq) = (D<x;(qe)·gq, aq) + «[DlLl(qe)·~·J..Le]Q('le)' aq}) 
= (D<x~(qe)·gq, Sq), 
since &i e 'llINT implies v = (Dr-l(~).aq)J..Le e gJ.1e and so «VQ(CIe), Sq» = 0 by defintion 
of'll. Thus, we can replace cxfJ.e by a~ to obtain O(ze)(az, Sz) = dCX~(aq, aq), which 
completes the proof of Iv. Parts v and vi follow from the definition of the canonical symplectic 
form.. 
Notice that if a2H~ is to be definite, the sign must be positive since the term S2KJ.L is 
always positive unless it is absent altogether. These results lead to: 
~ 4.4 Reduced Energy-Momentum method Assume that the S2KJ.L block is nontrivial 
(in thefinite dimensional case, this means that dim Q ~ dim G). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for formal stability are that the following two 
conditions hold: 
i The Arnold form t;if : g.L x g.L -+ 1R. be positive definite 
"J.L J.L J.L 
and 
i i The second variation 02v J.L(~) restricted to 'llINT be positive definite. 
In the case that the block a2KJ.L is trivial, then necessary and sufficient conditions for 
formal stability are that the Arnold form be defmite, either positive or negative. a case that was 
treated already by Arnold [1966]. If the group G is abelian. then it follows from work of Smale 
[1970] (see also Abraham and Marsden [1978]) that the condition for formal stability is just 
positive definiteness of S2y J.L since then the Arnold block is trivial and the system reduces to a 
simple mechanical one (with a magnetic term) on T*(QlG). Thus, the reduced energy-momentwn 
method can be thought of as a synthesis of the work of Arnold and Smale. 
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§5 The NQ.rmalizing Connection 
We begin by describing connections on the level of configuration spaces. These are then 
lifted via the mechancal connection to phase space as in §3. We consider the following sequence: 
where <Pf.L and C1J.L are the natural projections. Let 'YJ.L be the connection on Q --+ QlGJ1 whose 
horizontal space is metric orthogonal to the GJ.L orbits. This is the mechanical connection regarded 
on the GJ.L bundle Q --+ QlGJ.L 
At a particular q e Q (fixed in the discussion), the corresponding space 11 is 
(1) 
Thus, 11 defines 'YJ.L and vice versa. . 
5.1 Proposition hory,,(vert C1f.L) = 1IRIG, where hory" is the horizontalliJt with respect to 'YJ.L 
and vert O'J.L is the vertical space of C1J1 : 
vert C1J.L = (we T<p,,(q)(QlGf.L) I TC1J.L°W = 0) (2) 
Proof Let 11Q(q) e 1IRIO' so 11 e g~o Thus TC1J.L.T<pJ1 0 11Q(q) = T(O'J.LoCPJ.L)ol1Q(q). This is 
zero because O'J.L 0 CPJ.L projects ~Q(q) to zero for all ~ e g. Since o/RIG c 0/, o/RIG is 
horizontal, so we have proved 
We prove the inclusion :J as follows. IT Wq e hory" (vert O'J.L)' then TO'J.L° TcpJ.L° Wq = O. so Wq 
=l1Q(q) for some 11 e g. But if 11Q(q) is 'YJ.L-horizontal, then 11 e gk, so hory/vert O'J.L) c 
o/RIO ° • 
Now consider the split 
11 = 1IRIG ED 1IINT cTqQ 
In view of the propositon, we can identify 11 with T[q](QlGJ.L) and 1IRIG with the vertical space. 
Thus, o/INT defines a connection, say oJ.L on the bundle 
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a 
QlGJ.L J.L,.. QlG = S 
The connections 'YJ..L and 8J..L induce connections on the other bundles in the cotangent 
bundle reduction theorem. (See the figure in §2). For example, the split S = Sara ED %rr may be 
viewed as the vertical-horizontal split of a connection on the bundle 
PO-+T*S 
with fiber the coadjoint orbit O. Similarly, the split Snrr = ~ ED ~ is a connection on the 
bundle T*s -+ S pulled up to Po by the projection Po -+ T*s, as in formulas (7-10) of §3. 
Another question is interesting here. We saw that aJ.L is a principal bundle connection on 
Q -+ QlGw In what sense can 8J..L be viewed as a principal connection? There are two ways to 
answer this question. The first method allows J.I. to vary while the second method fixes J.I.. 
Turning to the first method, define the manifold 
Q = {(q, v) e Q x g* I l(qr1v e gvl (3) 
Under our assumptions. [(q) is invertible. and this is enough to show that Q is a manifold, as a 
transversality argument shows. In fact, the map (q, v) t-+ I(q)-IV is transversal to gv and so Q 
is a manifold of dimension that of Q x gv' 
Remark Enlarging the configuration space from Q to Q x G where we imagine the system 
together with an orthonormal frame, is a natural procedure, as in Krishnaprasad and Marsden 
[1987]. The conditions I(q)-IJl e gJ.L on Q x g* and J(z) - Jl = 0, on r(Q x G). may be 
viewed as "locking devices" that lock the orthonormal frame to the structure. Reduction by G 
produces T*Q x g* and Jl is eliminated by the condition J(z) = J.I. (i.e., the momentum map for 
the total action of G on r(Q x G) is zero.) 
Let G act on Q by the product of the action on Q with the coadjoint action on g*. By 
equivariance properties of II noted earlier, this action preserves Q. Consider the principal bundle 
(4) 
r and note that the quotient space QlG has the dimension of S x gJ..L • 
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r 5.2 Proposition The choice of horizontal space 'JIINT E& TJ! 0 c T{q.J!)Q defines a principal 
O-connection on the bundle (4). 
The connection form £ associated with this connection can be described as follows. Define 
the map J3(q.V): T(q,v/i. ~ gv by (Sq, Sv) ...... lP y(a(Sq», where lPv is the onpogonal projection 
J. - J. onto gv. Also, define the map J3(q,V): T(q,V)Q ~ gv by 
J3(q~V)(&t, Sv) = l(q.~)(1P(q~V) ([D[(q)-l. 8q]-v }) = X(q:~)(lP (q~) (l[(q)-ISV }) 
where lP(q~) is the projection onto g;. Now set 
(5) 
It is straight fOlWard to check that the form £ is the connection one fonn for the connection in 5.2 
and that it is a G-connection. 
This connection can be lifted up to P = (z e T*Q I [(q)-lJ(z) e gJ(Z)} as before. Note 
that the inverse image of a point (q, J.1.) e Q under the projection of P to Q is J-l(J.1.) n r:Q. 
The second method proceeds as follows. Here we keep J.1. fIXed and define the manifold 
(6) 
Note that ~ is a fiber of Q obtained by fixing v at the value J.1.. The tangent space to ~ is 
given by linearizing the defining condition; one finds that 
(7) 
From this and the fact that 0", acts on Q",. we see that the tangent to the quotient space ~/O", 
is isomorphic to 'JIINT • Thus. if we take 'JI to be given by (7) and regard it as being isomorphic 
to the original definition «(la) of §3), then the split 'JI = 'JIR1G E& 'JIINT is just the horizontal-
vertical split of the principal connection on the bundle ~ ~ Q~../G", defined by declaring the 
horizontal space to be the metric orthogonal to the 0", -orbits. In this viewpoint, one replaces the 
sequence Q ~ QlGJ.L ~ QlG and its corresponding connections with the sequence Q::> ~ ~ . 
QiGJ!. Then one lifts the connections to phase spaces as before and blends them with the 
connection corresponding to the splitting Soo = WINT E& ~ • 
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